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Abstract 

Innovation in financial system is said to be sustainable when it encourages investment, enhances 

reward, reduces risk and increases certainty over the long-term. The new peer to peer trading through 

cryptocurrency in India played an important role in encouraging people to make investments and 

earn profits. . The financial services system’s most important role is the allocation of financial capital 

between different economic activities. Sustainability requires equal distribution of money among all 

in the society and through cryptocurrency; basically, from bitcoins trading people of all income 

groups have earned a lot. Cryptocurrency is basically a digital or virtual form of decentralized currency 

used as a money currency for medium of exchange. The present research paper is secondary data base. The 

data for this paper has been collected through internet and other published sources. The basic purpose behind this paper 

is to find out the evolution of cryptocurrency as an innovative financial tool and to find out that whether it proved 

sustainable for the economy. It has been concluded that cryptocurrency has raised the awareness of many players of the 

financial market. It has both positive and negative impacts on the society but still it encourages the distribution of income 

among all income groups but its future cannot be predicted by certainty.  
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Introduction 

Innovations will always have some pros and cons. Innovation in financial system is said to be 

sustainable when it encourages investment, enhances reward, reduces risk and increases certainty 

over the long-term. Financial system innovation helped the people by motivating them to participate 

in the economy. The new peer to peer trading through cryptocurrency in India played an important 

role in encouraging people to make investments and earn profits. . The financial services system’s 

most important role is the allocation of financial capital between different economic activities. A 

financial system consists of institutional units and markets that interact for the purpose of mobilizing 

funds for investment and providing facilities, including payment systems, for financing commercial 

activity. Sustainability requires equal distribution of money among all in the society and through 

cryptocurrency; basically from bitcoins trading people of all income groups have earned a lot. 

Cryptocurrency is basically a digital or virtual form of decentralized currency used as a money 

currency for medium of exchange. It uses cryptography to secure its transactions, to control the 

creation of additional units, and to verify the transfer of assets. Cryptography is a Historical 

technique which traditionally used by military, secret services and intelligence agencies as a 

protection from the leak of classified information. The first cryptocurrency that was introduced was 
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named as Bitcoin.  Cryptocurrency is not governed by any central authority. In other words it is free 

from any government interference. Due to this feature the money transfer between two parties can be 

taken easily without government intervention. It works on a blockchain technology and can be used 

for fund transfer, sale, and purchase and even can be converted into real money.  They have their 

benefits as well as limitations. It helps the economy through mobilizing money easily and on the 

other hand it is highly risky which works as a danger for the economy as well. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The present research paper is secondary data base. The data for this paper has been collected through internet and other 

published sources. 

 

Evolution of Cryptocurrency 

The world’s first electronic cash payment took place in May 1, 1994. However, most attempts at 

creating a workable cryptocurrency have failed to gain consumer acceptance .Cryptocurrency were 

evolved over a period of time by Satoshi Nakamoto. Satoshi introduced the first cryptocurrency 

named as Bitcoin in January 2009. He described it as a peer to peer electronic cash system which 

makes the life of many people easy in doing many transactions as well as increasing the value of 

their crypotcurrency. Thereafter in April 2011 Namecoin was created and then in October 2011 

Litecoin comes in the scenario. Another very popular cryptocurrency was evolved as Peercoin in 

2012. Now there are approximately 1384 cryptocurrecy are available as on Jan 2018.  

 

Impacts of Cryptocurrency on the Society 

The high frequency of ups and downs of bitcoins has captured the attention of many. Starting from a 

price of just $1000 in January 2017 reached to $15000 in December 2017 has amazed not only the 

investors but the government as well. It is due to this high volatility that government has issued the 

warnings three times i.e. in December2013, February2017 and December 2017 to the people not to 

invest in these bitcoins or other cryptocurrencies. It has shown both positive and negative aspects 

which can be discussed in the following points- 

Positive Impacts 

Self dependency- In doing transactions under cryptocurrency no help of any third person is required 

as once the application for Bitcoin cryptocurrency is downloaded the person who wants to transfer 

the money can enter his code and do the transactions by himself. 

Trading comfort- Cryptocurrency can be converted into other forms of currency and deposited into user's 

accounts at a lightning speed. For doing any transaction the person don’t have to stand in a queue as it is 

propagated instantly in the network and confirmed in a couple of minutes. 
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Emergence of New Markets- Cryptocurrency are giving rise to new financial market which is free 

and better from present government held traditional market. It provides various advantages to the 

investors and traders.  

Low transaction charges- In doing transactions in Bitcoins , the transaction fees charged is as less 

as 0.1% which is very less . No fees or commission is to be given in any form to any bank or other 

authorities. 

No Government intervention- It is not regulated by Government or any other central authority so 

no permission of any government or else is required for transferring funds in Bitcoins. 

Secure- As already discussed earlier that cryptocurrency works through cryptography system which 

is very secure. The funds are locked through the public key in the system. The cryptocurrency can 

only be send by the person who is the owner of the private key. 

Global- The bitcoins can be exchanged throughout the world in all the countries which recognizes 

Bitcoins. 

 

Anonymity- It is completely anonymous and at the same time fully transparent. Any company can 

create an infinite number of bitcoin addresses without reference to name, address or any other 

information.  

No inflation – the maximum number of coins is strictly limited by 21 million Bitcoins. As there are 

neither political forces nor corporations able to change this order, there is no possibility for 

development of inflation in the system. 

Negative Impacts 

No method of solving customer grievances- As it is a virtual currency traded on peer to peer basis 

without any recognized central agency , if the customer faces any problem then there is no means of 

solving the issues or the dispute of the customer. 

Lack of safety – As Bitcoins are not governed by Reserve Bank of India or any other authorized 

Central Authority hence there is no legal authenticity of the Bitcoins. 

Acceptance rejection-Some people don’t recognize it as money as they do not believe in 

cryptocurrency due to which they hesitate and even resist in accepting cryptocurrency as a payment. 
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Pseudonymous- It does not disclose the real identity of anyone who is dealing in the Bitcoins. It 

works only through the networking of addresses seen as 30 characters. Nobody can find out the real 

identity of the persons who are dealing the accounts. 

Irreversible- Once the payment is made and transaction get confirmed, There is no method to get 

your funds back if it has been hacked or scammed by somebody. 

Highly Volatile- The prices of Bitcoins rises and downfalls very fast due to which some investors 

hesitate in investing them as they consider it highly volatile and risky. 

Chances of losing money- The cryptocurrency system works on peer to peer digital system basis 

and is prone to malware attacks, hacking or loss of password. As there is no authorized central 

government or agency is running it if any of this threat taken place then the whole money stored in 

the wallet in the form of virtual currency will be lost without any recovery option. 

Black money- some people also uses bitcoins in order to do money laundering or making black 

money through tax evasion. 

 Conclusion 

Cryptocurrency and basically the bitcoins have become so much popular in India during a short span of time. 

Cryptocurrency has raised the awareness of many players of the financial market. It has both positive and negative 

impacts on the society but still it encourages the distribution of income among all income groups. Till now it is working 

as an effective financial system innovation but its future cannot be predicted with certainty.  
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